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Abstract: Textual passwords are the most common method used in user authentication. However, textual
passwords are vulnerable to eves dropping, shoulder surfing and dictionary attacks. Graphical passwords are
used as an alternative technique for textual passwords. Most of the graphical schemes require several rounds
of verification, resulting usability issues. In this paper, a hybrid user authentication technique combining text
and colors is proposed to generate passwords with improvisation in security and usability.
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INTRODUCTION generation which is resistant to dictionary attack, brute

The  textual  password  is  the   most  common Mathur [4] on the other hand proposed the idea of
method used for authentication. However, this method is giving the users an option to choose the password along
insecure for several reasons. For example, users tend to with the font colour. The passwords must comply with at
choose a short and simple password that is easy to least 6 text or alphanumeric characters with coloured fonts
remember, consequently makes the password easily to double protect the password. 
guessed and cracked. Furthermore, the textual password Patel et al. [5] studied a new technique called session
is vulnerable to eves dropping, shoulder surfing, and password based on a combination of text and images to
dictionary attacks. The graphical password has been solve the security problem. This technique uses grid for
introduced  as  an  alternative option to a textual the session password generations by which ratings must
password  which  requires  the  user  to  click  on  the be given to colours and grid will be displayed based on
image to authenticate themselves rather than typing the these ratings. 
words. The major drawback of this technique is that it Lokhande and Gajbhiye [6] investigated a technique
took longer time for the user to log in and created called extended text and colour based session password
usability issues. to overcome the shoulder surfing and spyware problem.

Various comprehensive investigations on the existing This technique applies a wheel base structure to combine
schemes have been accomplished. Zheng et al. [1] the entered password and provide colour combination
proposed a hybrid password scheme based on both with each character. 
shapes and texts. The shapes of strokes on the grid are Recently, password authentication using text and
used as the origin passwords and allow users to log in colours have been studied by Tidke et al. [7] who found
with text passwords via traditional input devices. This that the colour code based authentication scheme is
method provides strong resistance to hidden-camera, better than the pair-based textual authentication scheme.
shoulder surfing, and brute force attacks. It also has In this paper, a new user authentication technique
variations to strengthen the security level by changing combining both text and colours is proposed for
the login interface of the system. generating a password. In this technique, the user needs

Sreelatha et al. [2] and Joshi [3] proposed two to select different colours and rate them uniquely in the
techniques to generate session passwords based on text registration phase.
and colours which are pair-based authentication
technique and hybrid textual authentication technique. Proposed System: The general workflow of the proposed
Both techniques used grid for the session passwords authentication system is as shown in Figure 1.

force attack, and shoulder surfing. 
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Fig. 1: Working of proposed system

First, the system will check either the user has already user to re-enter the email again. Otherwise, the verification
registered or not. If yes, the user iwas then directed to log is deemed successful. The proposed authentication
in session. Otherwise, the user will have to go through the technique consists of two phases which are the
registration step before proceeds to the login step. Next, registration phase and the login phase. During the
the user needs to enter the email and rate the colours. The registration phase, the user should fill up all of the
colour and rate combination will be verified at the information required in the registration form and selects
verification phase. Unsuccessful verification requires the four different colours as shown in Figure 2.
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Fig. 2: Registration form

Fig. 3: Login page for email

Fig. 4: Login page for a password
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Fig. 5: Framework of the authentication system

The user should rate each of the colours uniquely system. The second section is the main process of the
from 0 to 9 as a password. Selected colours and their system in which the hybrid textual authentication
ratings are stored in the database. The user needs to click technique is applied. The user needs to select four
on the register button to complete the registration. The different colours and rate the colours uniquely. The
notification message will be displayed once the selected colours and their rating will be stored in a
registration is successful. database with hash encryption. The system will display

During the login phase, the user has to enter a the  colour  after  successful  login with the valid email.
registered email address to continue the login process. The user needs to enter the colour rating based on that
The colours selected by the user during the registration colour displayed. For encryption purpose, secure hash
phase will be displayed automatically and the user needs algorithm -1 (SHA-1) is used to encrypt the colour rate
to rate them correctly for a successful login. Then, the stored in the database. SHA-1 produces a 160-bit
user needs to click on the login button for successful (20-byte) hash value known as a message digest. The
authentication. The system will verify from the database SHA-1 hash value is typically rendered as a hexadecimal
whether that user is an existing user or  not.  Figure  3  and number, 40 digits long. The last section is the system
Figure 4 each show the login interface for both email process in which the system needs to verify the email and
address and password, respectively. colour and at the same time the rate combination as a

Figure   5   shows   the   framework   of   the  system. password.
It can be divided into three sections. The first section is
the user process, where the user needs to register or Testing and Results: In order to ensure that the system is
login. In the registration module, the user needs to fill all functioning well, both the registration and the login
the information needed in the data form. In the login phases are tested with a real data. In the registration
module, the  user  needs  to  enter  the registered email phase, all of the required field in the registration form is
and password correctly to login into the authentication provided as shown in Figure 6.
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Fig. 6: Completed registration form

Fig. 7a: User details

Fig. 7b: Color rating details

In  the  login  phase  for  email,  the  'success'  alert generating an encrypted password. Specifically, the
will  be  given  as  the  user  enters   a   valid  email hybrid textual authentication technique is used which
address, while 'invalid email' alert will be given for an user needs to select four different colours and rate them
unregistered email address. In the login phase for a uniquely.
password,  the  'success'  alert  will  be  displayed  when
the user  enters a valid colour rate and 'invalid REFERENCES
combination colour  and  rate'  alert  will   be  displayed
for an invalid colour rate. All of the data used in the 1. Zheng, Z., X. Liu, L. Yin and Z. Liu, 2010. A hybrid
testing phase are stored in the database as shown in password authentication scheme based on shape and
Figure 7a and Figure 7b. text. Journal of Computers, 5: 765-772.
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